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ISE and IISE for Life—how IISE supports 

you for your entire Career (Lattice)…..

Council on 

Industrial and 

Systems 

Engineering—

Senior 

Leadership of 

ISE function

Young 

Professionals

—Early  

Career 1-15 

years out

Industry 

Advisory 

Board—

Mid Career , Mgs 

in ISE related 

functions

Career Path and Timeline

You can get involved in Societies, Divisions and also ‘Affinity Groups’ like Young Professionals, Industry 

Advisory Board and the Council on Industrial and Systems Engineering

Chapter #1 provides tailored extra value from IISE



Design for the Series of 

Operational Analytics Webinars 

(series of 5 at this point)

Webinar #1:  Foundations      7 Dec 2017 (and GLR Conference)     

Share the Framework, the Models, the Abstractions, the Principles

Management Systems Model

Intel “Triangle” Model

Webinar #2:   Foundational Data Role--Measurement and Analysis 

Planning March 2018
Measurement Planning using Value Stream Maps, Data Models derive from refining the 

Management System Model, The Data Management Role of ISE’s in Process Improvement 

Projects

Webinar #3:    Best in Class ILSS Project Final TG’s April 2018
Showcase best in class projects, shine spotlight on Op Analytics

Webinar #4:  Decision Support Role—M&A Execution  June 2018
Feature and Knowledge Extraction, Creating Chartbooks and VSM’s, supporting the 

evaluation phase of DMAIC projects and then also the Control Stage.

Webinar #5:    Putting it all together  26 July 2018

Revisiting the Management Systems Model with Case Examples



Agenda

12:00 pm Scott Tee-up

Quick Review from Part I—the Framework for the Series

Part A (poor data, messy data, missing data, un-integrated 

data) The Principles and Basics for Story Lines and 

Visualizations for Process Improvement Projects

Part B (Big Data, Complex and Interdependent Systems) 

Feature Extraction to Knowledge Extraction and 

Visualizations in the context of ‘big data’

12:50 pm              Q&A from webinar and tee up upcoming Webinars

1:00 pm Adjourn



Questions?
How We’ll 

Handle
Please write your question in the webinar 

question web form.  We will address as 

many as we can at the end of the webinar 

and send and email with follow up’s to 

attendees for those not able to be 

responded to. 

Disclaimer, this is not an example of a good ‘meeting deck’, it’s a training deck.  We’ve got too many slides, 

and this doesn’t stand alone without the trainer.  We’ve decided to do this intentionally so that we have 

examples for you ready, in the right spots if we feel we need them to make a point.  If we don’t, then we’ll skip 

slides—goal is to make our points not show all the slides.



Provoke timely and effective decisions 

and actions (shorten ‘latency’)

▪ “Above the line” analyst role

• Extract features based on questions you have to answer by 

‘torturing’ the data until it speaks to you and others.  Pick right 

metrics of interest!!

• Apply curiosity & business acumen to data & analyses – create new 

knowledge, insights, ‘aha’s’  

• Apply data visualization techniques to aid in telling the right story –

as in life, so in business: the best story wins …Develop the Art 

of Great Story Lines and Powerful Visualizations and stay 

focused on driving the ‘end game’  

Goal!!!

http://www.osu.edu/


Key points—from Part I and adapted  from  S. 

Cunningham, Intel Corporation,  2013 with 

permission (From Webinar’s 1&2 in the Series)

1. Good analytics come from good problem statements, access to the 

right data, and applying the right techniques

2. Some people have every skill (business acumen, data, technique) to 

perform a good analysis – but it tends to result in a slow ‘craft’ process

3. Investment in the data foundation has a positive ROI, as analysts 

move faster when they trust the data – results in faster results

4. Good data visualizations can tell the right story quickly, because 

people are predisposed to believe what they see in a chart …

5. There is very positive ROI in getting these decisions right – small 

analytics teams can wield disproportionate influence on the bottom line

6. Good analytics drive positive action – in every organization we’ve done 

work with/in, simple/influential beats complex/impotent every time

http://www.osu.edu/


The Framework we adopted for the Webinar 
Series

• the current state process in many  large 
organizations splits data and analytics

• Data are stored in a common place, and are 
trusted and available

• Foundational data role
– Select and gather data from many 

sources, preferably through automated 
extract, transfer, & load (ET&L) process

– Assure data are cleaned & ready for 
analysts to use – data quality monitors

– Assure data are integrated & can be 
joined with other data – think LEGOs

– Assure data storage is high reliability & 
user-friendly – SSAS cubes, databases

• “Above the line” analyst role
– Extract features from data through 

statistical analyses

– Apply business acumen to data & 
analyses – create new knowledge

– Apply data visualization techniques to 
aid in telling the right story – as in life, 
so in business: the best story wins …

• Most ISE/ILSS Process Improvement Projects 
require that the ISE/Belt do both roles, 
certification requires that

• Data is almost never stored in a common 
place and are not trusted nor available



Part A:  Missing Data, Weak Data, MSA issues, 

etc. —what most ISE’s face in Process 

Improvement Projects

▪ In our first two webinars in the 

series, we focused on mostly 

the foundational data role in 

Operational Analytics.

▪ Most of the projects we work 

on with ISE’s just fix the 

problem with missing data, 

don’t fix the process

▪ ISE’s can play a huge role 

working with the CIO to help 

improve the quantity of and 

quality of data coming from the 

ERP and other Enterprise Data 

Warehouses.  

▪ That’s why often ILSS 

programs report to the CIO (or 

the CFO).  

S. Cunningham;  Intel Corporation; 2013

http://www.osu.edu/


Part A:  Poor Data 

Quality, MSA Issues

▪ And, also poor quality 

data creates huge 

waste:

• Errors in insights and 

decision making when people 

assume data is ‘good’ and it’s 

not (MSA should get at this at 

project level)

• Huge amounts of wasted 

effort cleansing data, doing 

MSA work that slows 

improvement down or even 

stops it.

http://www.osu.edu/


There is Estimated to be $371B Left 

on the Table for Manufacturers 

through OA

Source:  Capgemini, Why companies need to focus on operational analytics, 2017

▪ The $371B opportunity for manufactures specifically, comes from a 2014 study from technet

▪ A 3X multiplier is huge comparing customer facing improvements vs. operational

▪ But don’t disregard the $162B in productivity, where OA isn’t out of scope

▪ In a recent study, 75% of US organizations are prioritizing operational analytics over customer 

facing / front end or back office analytics for improvements…

▪ Canadian Minimum Wage up to $15 / hr in Ontario by 2019, $15 / hr in California in 2022



Explosive growth in digital data is 

creating ~100bn in Big Data 

opportunity alone



But, again,  for many ISE’s 

the challenge is not Big Data

Yes, 

And



Hence our Part A and 

Part B for the Webinar 

▪ Part A Weak Data Availability, Challenging Foundation Data Role, 

Less Challenging Feature to Knowledge to Visualization Situation—the 

situation most ISE’s find themselves in when working on Integrated 

LeanSigma Process Improvement Projects (missing data, no data, poor 

data, unintegrated data, messy data, hard to find data, not enough 

longitudinal data, etc.)

▪ Part B Strong Data Availability, Challenging Foundational Data Role, 

Challenging Feature to Knowledge to Visualization situation—the 

situation some ISE’s are increasingly finding themselves in with 

Improvement Projects in general (tons of data, difficult to know what’s 

valuable, unintegrated data sets, difficulty extracting data, hard to find 

SME’s that understand all the sources of data and how to get at them, ERP 

systems that were configured weakly and hence we don’t get all the data we 

need to solve the problem, etc. etc. etc.)



Agenda

12:00 pm Scott Tee-up

Quick Review from Part I—the Framework for the Series

Part A (poor data, messy data, missing data, un-integrated 

data) The Principles and Basics for Story Lines and 

Visualizations for Process Improvement Projects

Part B (Big Data, Complex and Interdependent Systems) 

Feature Extraction to Knowledge Extraction and 

Visualizations in the context of ‘big data’

12:50 pm              Q&A from webinar and tee up upcoming Webinars

1:00 pm Adjourn



The Improvement Process you are 

supporting: Make Rounding the Corner 

go Faster!!

Who’s Managing 

and Improving

(run it, improve it, 

cater to crises, do 

the dumb)

Upstream 

System(s) 

Customer, 

Suppliers, 

upstream 

processes

Downstream 

Systems (SC, 

Customer) 

Bottom Half of 

Intel Analytics 

Triangle (data 

management 

role)

Top Half of Intel Analytics Triangle—

well engineered “Dashboards”

Webinar 

2



Key Points—Story Line for creating 

highly effective visualizations

▪ The Purpose of Operational Analytics is to provoke timely, effective, efficient improvements to 

processes that drive rapid improvement that grows enterprise value.

▪ Quality “Visualizations” create ‘AHA moments’ in decision-makers that provoke timely decisions.  

They answer fundamental, often simple questions about process performance and in doing so move us 

closer to understanding and action. 

▪ The “Intel Analytics Triangle” has been utilized as a framework to aid you in conceptualizing the work 

you have to do to be able to create AHA moment Visualizations.

▪ Creating Great Visualizations is an Art (and a Science).

▪ Once you get the knack of going from Fundamental Questions to Feature Extraction to 

Visualizations it’s a little like riding a bicycle—but most people have to have some hand holding and 

prototypes to emulate.

▪ Illustrative Case Studies will be utilized to bring key points home and demonstrate how the top half of 

the Intel Operational Analytics Triangle works.



The ‘Use Case’

What we mean by use case is what are the types of projects, the types of operational analytics situations we are focused on. So

here are some examples of typical types of process improvement projects we are focused on, they are typical ILSS, DMAIC type 

improvement projects:

▪ a “Connectivity Solutions” company serving the automotive industry.  Change Over times on extrusion machines is 

too long and too variable.  The ISE struggled to build a comprehensive data model and also ran into MSA issues 

with existing data.

▪ a large bakery, cookie/cracker line and then a food processing plant, a chicken nugget/strip line have yield loss 

problems.  There are between 11 and 13 ‘control points’ in the value stream and only 3 have data stamps.  How do 

we optimize process performance without more data stamps?

▪ Transactional Processes:  variety of types of transactional processes where data stamps necessary to solve the problem 

simply do not exist.  Lead Times known but cycle times not known hence can’t zoom in on steps 

where waste is occurring from a data fact standpoint.  

▪ The challenge and issue and common theme in all of these is that no one has really every really built a rational 

data model that would support continuous improvement of core, key value streams.  Even in org’s with ERP 

systems, the configuration of the data stamps, where control points were conceived and created is almost 

always in adequate for Process Maturity Levels 3-5.  



Internal usage only

Part A USE CASE Clarification—Systematic Value Stream Portfolio 

Management and Accelerated Bottleneck Elimination

19
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MY PROJECT

Floor Scale

Vehicle Scale Pick, pack and ship operations 

begin at the end of assembly, 

and build the order to 

completion with picking and 

packing of kits, then send to 

the shipping area.



Agenda

12:00 pm Scott Tee-up

Quick Review from Part I—the Framework for the Series

Part A (poor data, messy data, missing data, un-integrated 

data) The Principles and Basics for Story Lines and 

Visualizations for Process Improvement Projects

Let’s Discuss AHA Moments quickly

Part B (Big Data, Complex and Interdependent Systems) Feature Extraction to Knowledge Extraction   

and Visualizations in the context of ‘big data’

12:50 pm              Q&A from webinar and tee up upcoming Webinars

1:00 pm Adjourn



The Scenario (Use Case)
▪ A key process, critical control point in 

a value stream is significantly under 

performing

▪ an ISE (the character) is made team 

lead to solve the problem, eliminate 

the ‘pain’

▪ there is a champion pulling for this, 

wants it soon rather than later, 

customers are hoping for it soon, the 

business needs it soon

▪ What might the character do now, and 

how (by what method)?

• defining the problem, using data/facts

• measuring the current state, using data/facts

• analyzing what’s causing the problem, using 

data/facts

• the Analyze to Improve Transition (where the 

art and science of persuasion come into play 

greatly)

Let’s look at a healthcare 

case example to help us 

make some points for you



Life Choice Point Aha 

Moments

There are BIG 

Choice Points and 

AHA moments in life 

and then there are 

smaller, more 

incremental ones 

that we can manage 

to create improved 

results on projects.



Stimulating an AHA Moment makes a 
person 3-5X more likely to take an 
immediate action

23 © 2016 Gold Group Enterprises, Inc. Confidential 

and Proprietary

The AHA Moment
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Part A (poor data, messy data, missing data, un-integrated 
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Visualizations for Process Improvement Projects
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Visualizations in the context of ‘big data’
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The hierarchy you have 

to manage in your 

▪ Process Improvement Project

• Stage of Project

- Milestone Meeting (DMAIC as example)

– Deck for Meeting

» Slides in Deck

» Visualizations on those slides

Visualizations



It’s the quality and flow of visualizations 

that make your decks and meetings 

work (or not work)

▪ In our view, developing, perfecting, achieving 

mastery at Great Visualizations takes 

tremendous discipline and lots and lots of 

practice.  We’ve seen very few ‘naturals’.

▪ So, you have to approach this in a systematic 

way and think about visualizations in the context 

of what you are trying to get done.  It’s not ‘great 

visualizations’ out of the context of the purpose of 

the improvement project.  

▪ Most of the candidates for certification that we 

coach go about this in a highly variable fashion 

but also a very ad hoc and undisciplined fashion.

▪ We’re calling for better integration of the Art and 

the Sciences. 



A stream of aha moments that you 

create with improved visualizations

AHA—we better 

understand:

1. What the real 

root causes, 

most significant 

factors are

2. we now 

understand what 

adjustments we 

need to be 

focused on

3. and, you’ve 

helped us 

understand the ‘if 

we do this, then 

this will result’

AHA—we better 

understand:

1. How it works 

end2end

2. How it is performing

3. Where it is breaking 

down

4. And, we are aligned 

on what DONE is

5. what’s the 

measurement and 

analysis plan—data 

model?

AHA—we better 

understand:

1. How it is 

performing in 

more detail

2. The gaps in 

performance 

requirements

3. Factors 

causing the 

gaps

AHA—we better 

understand:

1. How the 

Solution 

Elements play 

out and 

whether they 

are working the 

way we thought

2. Are we getting 

to DONE?

3. What’s the 

business case 

look like now?

AHA—we better 

understand:

1. That the solution 

works and that it 

is sustainable

2. What it takes to 

hold the 

improvement

3. What the next 

areas for 

improvement are



The AHA Moment is actually a sudden 
comprehension that solves a problem, 
reinterprets a situation, explains a joke, 
or resolves an ambiguous percept

28 © 2016 Gold Group Enterprises, Inc. Confidential 

and Proprietary

The AHA Moment
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Aha Moments—provoke decisions 

and actions that you need

1. Aha Moments happen when you put good ideas, 

simple pragmatic solutions juxtaposition with data 

and facts (examples of ‘if this, then this’)  

2. You help people make connections between things 

they could do that they aren’t that would make a 

difference.  

3. They see and get the vision, know what’s in it for them 

to achieve that, call for it, pull for it, and you have shown 

them a pragmatic way to achieve that, you facilitate 

(ease the passage of) the path to that vision.  
S



You know it when you see 

(most do) but can you do it?

And, there are some fundamental principles that are known about great 

visualizations that we don’t practice…

▪ https://moz.com/blog/data-visualization-principles-lessons-from-tufte

▪ https://www.fusioncharts.com/whitepapers/downloads/Principles-of-

Data-Visualization.pdf

▪ http://www.dummies.com/programming/big-data/big-data-

visualization/10-principles-of-great-dashboard-design-with-tableau/

▪ http://flowingdata.com/2010/07/22/7-basic-rules-for-making-charts-

and-graphs/

▪ The point is if you google principles of great 

presentations, charts, graphs, visualizations, 

you’ll get lots of examples and guidance…

https://moz.com/blog/data-visualization-principles-lessons-from-tufte
https://www.fusioncharts.com/whitepapers/downloads/Principles-of-Data-Visualization.pdf
http://www.dummies.com/programming/big-data/big-data-visualization/10-principles-of-great-dashboard-design-with-tableau/
http://flowingdata.com/2010/07/22/7-basic-rules-for-making-charts-and-graphs/


And, most of us do know great 

‘visualizations’ when we see them and 

the CTQC’s are…(just 6 examples)

▪ The slide with the visualization stands on it’s own, it doesn’t need you to do ‘voice over’.  This in 

and of itself establishes a lot of requirements for a slide in a presentation with a visualization, right?

▪ The header of the slide states the key point of the slide… the footer of the slide is the segue to 

the next point in your story line (AHA, there is a story line!!)

▪ The key points to the set of visualizations (example a collection of slides for a MEASURE Tollgate 

meeting for example) are explicit and clear at the outset and the slides/Visualizations then make 

those key points, drill down on them, defend them, etc.  Don’t drag reader and meeting members 

‘through the mud’, cut to the quick, start with the end in mind.

▪ The right type of chart/graph (e.g. the right pull down in Minitab and then the right configuration of 

that output from Minitab) requires a little attention to detail and is evident in the slides and charts.

▪ Each Visualization (chart, graph, etc.) is unambiguous.  The data/fact portrayal screams the 

point, makes the point transparent.  The next slide is an example of a slide that doesn’t do this, e.g. 

a common failure mode with visualizations and analytics presentations.

▪ Key subpoints are called out, annotation, I’ve inserted a series of five slides that are ‘complex’ and 

yet in my view effective use of data/facts converted into effective visualizations with a point and 

subpoints.



The Art and Science of Creating powerful 

“Visualizations” to drive rapid process 

improvement—Getting out of Starting Gate

AHA—we better 

understand:

1. How it works end2end

2. How it is performing

3. Where it is breaking 

down

4. And, we are aligned 

on what DONE is

5. what’s the 

measurement and 

analysis plan—data 

model?

Clear, Compelling, 

Shared and 

WANTED Vision of 

what DONE is and 

what it will feel like, 

why it’s important, 

what’s in it for us
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Patient Injures 

Themselves

Patient Schedules 

an apt w/ SM 

Patient Arrives 

15 min before 

exam time

Patient receives 

x-ray if XOA

Patient Sees 

Provider
Patient Leaves 

Lewis Center

Patient 

Checks in 

at SM

Patient 

Checks in at 

Imaging

Patient 

changes into 

Dressing Gown

X-ray 

performed 

on Patient

Patient 

changes back 

to their clothes

Patient 

brought 

back to SM

Patient Sees 

SM Provider

Process starts with a patient needing 

something

Where’s the pain, what’s 

motivating the project?, why 

this project, who are the 

stakeholders, what’s in it for 

them, for the patients, for the 

business, for the employees 

CP1

CP2
CP3 CP4

CP6

CP5

CP0
CP7



Internal usage only

Where are we in the process?

34
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Floor Scale

Vehicle Scale Pick, pack and ship operations 

begin at the end of assembly, 

and build the order to 

completion with picking and 

packing of kits, then send to 

the shipping area.



Internal usage only

Pain points from all perspectives

Order accuracy

Responsiveness

Orders delivered are not correct to customer 

specifications

Changed orders/dates cause rushed and 

chaotic operations

PPS operations must work efficiently to 

deliver orders at specified timesOn-time delivery

Voice of External 

Customers

Voice of Internal 

Customers 

(Production)

Defined 

Schedules

Clarity of 

Responsibilities

Customer orders and production schedules 

are not closely linked

Processes and responsibilities are shifted 

depending on orders and time available

Voice of Business 

(MTMS) 

Efficiency

Operating Costs

Customer 

service level

Business 

flexibility

Must be able to satisfy customers through 

order accuracy and on-time delivery

Costs are increased with error correction 

efforts

Non-value-added time is present in 

operations

There is not consistent workflow and 

communication

Lack of ability to adjust quickly with changing 

orders

Consistency

Communication
Correct information is not transferred at 

correct time

These will become the CTPCs-

Critical To Performance 

Characteristics

These are the pain points 

currently being experienced



Internal usage only

NVA Labor in PPS costs $216,000 annually

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

How are days spent in pick, pack and ship?

Determine 

schedule 

for day

Determine 

schedule 

for day

Determine 

schedule 

for day

Pre-kitting/filler work

Wait for production order

Trace upstream 

confirming error

Pack kits 

for 

customer 

orders

Pack kits for 

customer 

orders

Pre-

kitting/

filler work

Pack kits for customer 

orders

Pre-

kitting/

filler 

work

Paperwork/ 

confirm 

orders

Paperwork/ confirm 

orders

Transport 

kits to 

dock

Paperwork/ 

confirm 

orders

Transport 

kits to dock

= necessary, non-value-

added, self-directed

= non-value-added

= value-added work

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Pack kits for customer orders

Pre-kitting/filler work

Transport 

kit to dock

Pack kits for 

customer 

orders

Pre-kitting/

filler work

Pack kits for 

customer 

orders

Pre-

kitting/

filler work

Paperwork

/ confirm 

orders

Paperwork/ 

confirm 

orders

Pack kits for customer orders
Paperwork

/ confirm 

orders

Transport 

kit to dock

Paperwork

/ confirm 

orders

Pack kits for 

customer 

orders

Transport 

kit to dock

How COULD days spent in pick, pack and ship?*

7 AM 8 AM 9 AM 10 AM 11 AM 12 PM 1 PM 2 PM 3 PM

7 AM 8 AM 9 AM 10 AM 11 AM 12 PM 1 PM 2 PM 3 PM

Current

*A sample schedule to show possible improvements, not a solution

Wait for 

production 

order

April ‘14

How much is spent on 

non-value-add work?

(assume average of 3 hrs/day)

= $216,000 for NVA 

work annually

This money is not 

benefitting the business or 

customers—how might 

this manifest itself?

3 hrs/day X $75/hr240 days X

4 workers in PPSX



Internal usage only

MTMS Shareholder Value

Revenue 
Growth

Retain and Grow 
Current Customers

Improve 
responsiveness to 

customer requests and 
inquiries

Improve tracking of 
customer interactions

Improve Quality 
Assurance Programs

Operating 
Margin

Improve Customer 
Interaction 
Efficiency

Improve emphasis on 
design for 

packing/shipping 
efficiency

Improve pick, pack, and 
ship processes

Provide staff with better 
customer and order 

information

Improve order 
management methods 

and tools

Improve Development 
and Production 

Efficiency

Improve Production 
Scheduling & Staging 

Process

Improve Capacity 
Planning Processes, 

skills, and tools

Improve manufacturing 
and quality control 

processes

Asset Efficiency

Improve PPE 
Efficiency

Reconfigure 
facilities/increase 

utilization of facilities

Increase utilization of IT 
systems

Expectations

Improve Execution 
Abilities

Establish a culture 
centered on 
operational 
excellence

Increase emphasis 
on quality 

management and 
benchmarking

Improve sharing of 
knowledge across 

organizational 
boundaries

Business Case – Why this project?

37

Improving pick, pack and 

ship processes directly 

relates to the operating 

margin of the business

Business Case is comprised of two parts:

1. Non-Value-Added Labor Costs of $216,000

2. Error Correction/Investigation Costs—Over $38,000 

annually



Internal usage only

Error corrections cost MTMS over $38,000 annually

38

*Time is charged at a 

general rate of $75/hour

Jon 
Berger 

gets 
notified

Jon Wise and 
Brent get 

information about 
error.  Fred and 

Frank may also be 
involved.

Figure out what 
happened

Jon Wise will get 
information.  Brent 

and Jon will 
investigate, QN 
Documentation

Generate and 
Distribute QN to 
owner, follow up 

actions

Determine how to 
correct the particular 

error

Marketing approves 
order/free of charge

Production 
order/Work for Brent

Released to floor 
with priority, through 

to shipping

5 people, 5 minutes 

each to read info.  5 

people 15 minutes 

each to decide what 

to do.

6-8 hours for this whole process

60 minutes
15 minutes

5 minutes
30 minutes

Additional Hard Costs:

• Packaging costs (varies between errors)

• Inventory costs (varies between errors)

Additional Intangible Costs:

• Customer dissatisfaction

• Cost of disruption

Cost Description Value

Average time per incident (690 min) x $75/hr $863

Average freight cost per error (took out 

outliers and averaged)

$126

What kind of errors does this 

chaotic process translate to?

+

$989 total 

per error

690 min. per 

error to 

correct

$989 total 

per error
X

3.2 errors 

per month
X 12 months

= $38,571 for known order correction costs 

annually.

Additional Hard Costs:

• Packaging costs (varies between errors)

• Inventory costs (varies between errors)

Additional Intangible Costs:

• Customer dissatisfaction

• Cost of disruption



Start with End in Mind—make it a pull 

rather than a push!!  Have to get them to 

nail DONE!!!

Today Assessment:

▪ What I have and want?

▪ What’s working

▪ What am I naturally ‘great’ 

at?

▪ What I tend to be naturally 

passionate about?

▪ How I create value and what 

others think that is worth?

▪ Feedback I got in asking 10 of 

my closest colleagues, friends

▪ Tendencies that serve me?

▪ Tendencies that don’t serve 

me?

▪ What needs work?

Future State (3-5 

years):

▪ what I have

▪ what’s working

▪ what I am great at

▪ I can bring passion to 

what I put in front of me

▪ I can create greater 

value and serve my 

vision

▪ Tendencies I have that 

serve me and the higher 

good

Tension Seeks 

Resolution



Opportunity and Current to Future State

ShippingAssembly
Binding/ 
Cutting/ 
Folding

Planning/ 
Printing

Receive 
order/supplies

Set-up Make Ready Run Scheduling Staging Wash 

Current State

10/14/09

• Make Readies take 
16 minutes/unit on 
average

• Lack of 
standardization in 
process

• Ink standards not 
established

Ink 
Improvement

11/06/09-11/13/09

• Make Readies take 10 
minutes/unit on average

• Lack of standardization 
in Process

• Ink standards 
established

Future State

3/12/10

• Make readies take 7.5 
minutes/unit on 
average

• Standardization in 
process between all 
shifts

Finger

-print

DEFINE

MEASURE

ANALYZE

CONTROL

IMPROVE
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DEFINE Summary Template: Reduction in 
Turnaround Time for GCD Pass Throughs

Current Reality:

• Current Turnaround Time to 

process pass through expenses, 

from expense incursion to invoicing, 

takes over 6 months

•The process is extremely labour 

intensive and highly manual (> 20 

FTE + approx. 30% Proj. Mgmt 

Time)

•We are unsure of the exact 

invoicing details valued by the client

•Different sites use different 

processes and systems to process 

pass through expenses 

High Level Project 

Milestone Plan:

• DEFINE Tollgate (July 6th)

• MEASURE Tollgate (2nd 

Wk of August)

• ANALYZE TOLLGATE (2nd 

week of September)

• IMPROVE & CONTROL 

TOLLGATE (2nd week of 

November)

• IMPLEMENTATION 

(October to November)

• REALIZATION (Nov. 2006 

to Oct 2007)

• FINAL REPORT AND TG 

(TBD)

Intended Future State 

(DONE):

Turnaround Time (TAT) to process 

GCD pass through expenses is 

reduced to 45 days by Quarter 1, 

2007. 

Process is streamlined (potentially 

automated) and standardized, 

and invoicing is provided 

according to the specific needs of 

the client.

Uninvoiced expenses Is reduced 

$14M US$ (3.5 days in working 

capital); and labour required to 

process pass through invoices is 

reduced by 15 FTE’s (globally)

FROM TO

Step 2:

Deliver the 

Services   

Step 3: 

Process Expense 

Claims and 

Accounts Payable 

Step 5:

Collection and 

Dispute 

settlement

Step 1:

Contract 

Negotiation and 

Finalization

Step 4: 

Billing 

preparation 

and delivery
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Candidate

Eleanor Cooper

Project Oversight/Management
Al Hill—General Manager

Sponsor
Stephanie Viehman—Spinnaker Manufacturing Champion

Creative way to visualize the team working with the ISE, 

get’s people connected to who’s on bus, in what seats, etc.

Production
Brent Kauser—Shipping Group Supervisor

Paul Hillerich—Production Supervisor

Delivery
Jon Berger—Delivery Specialist

Materials
Dan Kort—Materials Specialist

Safety/Quality
Jon Wise—Safety and Quality Leader

Operations
Fred Brong

Franklin Stewart

SME=Subject Matter Expert for 

respective area

OS=General project oversight

LSS=Lean Six Sigma 

coaching/ support

OS

SME

LSS

SME

SME

SME

OS

OSLSS

Coach/Certifier
Scott Sink—Coach



Using data and facts to create 

visualizations that create insights 

about…..

AHA—we better 

understand:

1. How it is performing in 

more detail

2. The gaps in 

performance 

requirements

3. Factors causing the 

gaps



Internal usage only

Key Areas for Measurements
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Pick, Pack and Ship Process
P

ic
ki

n
g/

P
ac

ki
n

g
A

ss
em

b
ly

Sh
ip

p
in

g

Phase

Receive Production 
Order (Quintin/Zack)

Chose correct 
frame/skid

Assemble Scale
Send unpacked, 

possibly incomplete 
scale to shipping

Receive Production 
Order (Tommy)

Assemble Kit
Check VA03 to 

ensure 
complete

Inspect and 
Stage

Move to 
shipping area 
when needed

Receive Production 
Order (Stacie)

Assemble Kit
Check VA03 to 

ensure 
complete

Inspect and 
Stage

Pick list 
generated

Pack skid with all 
necessary parts/kits

Wait for order to 
move to shipping

Move to shipping 
area

Wait for necessary 
paperwork 

(mostly exports)

Ship products

Kit received (from 
Tommy)

Check VA03/
Production order

Add items specified 
to kits from Tommy

Receive Production 
Order (Steve)

Confirm order in 
SAP

Pick list generated Systematic Packing
Paperwork/Excel 
BOM completed

Order ready for 
truck loaders

Order loaded

Pick list generated 
(Tony and John)

Confirm Production 
Order complete

Extra components 
and hardware 

picked

Pack, close and 
weigh completed 

order

Confirm order on 
computer, 
paperwork

Staged for truck

First part of Assembly will not be 

involved in measurement plan
Q: Queue Time

S/O: Scheduling/ 

Organization time

Tr: Transportation

Arr: Arrival time at 

shipping

Pr: Process time

Err: Order Errors

Q

S/O Q

Q

S/O

S/O

Arr

Pr

Pr
Tr

Tr

Err

Pr

Pr

Staging/ 

Loading not in 

scope, no 

measure after 

paperwork 

complete

Tr

Pr

Q

Q

Q

Pr



Utilizing Innovative visualization techniques to create AHA’s 

and understanding and Desire to Act

45

Legend

• 70% of Waste 
Collected from:  

• 25% of Waste 
Collected from:

• 5% of Waste 
Collected from:

• 5 Worst Drains:
37, 9, 20, 21, 2

• 3 “Areas” to 
Target:  Raw 

Process, Bagger 
Area, DishwashData Collection Defense



Operational Definitions – Data Recording Methods

• Wash Up – Cleaning the press when changing inks

• Set Up – Physical steps including adjusting feeder, grabbing job bag, loading card, etc 

• Make Ready – Run/Pull to adjust registration and color

• Run

• Set Up – Start of day, preparing a job on a “cold” press

• Physical Make Ready – Physical steps including adjusting feeder, grabbing job bag, loading 
card, etc

• Impression Make Ready – Run/Pull to adjust registration and color

• Run

• Wash-Up – End of day 

• Variation 
between and within 
crew

• Definitions 
inconsistent 
between pressmen

• Data 
inconsistent, 
invalid for 
measuring

• Make Ready defined 
as all time between 
good runs

• Eliminates 
measurement 
ambiguity to 
establish baseline 
performance

• No Gage R+R 
needed

• 2 weeks of data 
representative of 
process



Initial Data Observations

• Make Readies averaging 23.5 min/unit with new measurement method

• Process is out of control and make ready times are not predictable 

• Min/unit exceeding 3 hours in some cases

• Process Capability not obtainable from out of control process

• What is putting the process out of control?

• 44/333 points 
deemed out of 
control

• What is causing 
extreme times?

• Standard 
deviation of 27.93 
min/unit

• Why such a large 
dispersion?
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• All types show outliers/extreme values

• Extreme values cause a skewed right distribution

• All types have produced 7.5 min/unit

• All types out of control



Process Variation - Failure Modes

Paper 
problems and 
confusing job 
bags come 

from upstream 
processes

• Paper problems include missing paper in staging and non-cut/mis-cut paper

• Although job bag problems hold the lowest value, third shift is harshly affected

• Color/Ink problems include missing ink and running out of ink

• Scheduling problems, although unavoidable directly relates to color and paper problems 

• Mark Acree recording Failure Mode occurrences

• Some of these problems can be recorded under a different label, but 
are all pressmen doing this?



7c6c5c4c3c2c1c
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Variation in Colors

Process Variation – Color Counts

• 1C, 2C, 3C display 
higher mean values 
and larger range in 
times

• 1C and 2C rarely 
hitting 7.5 
minutes/unit

Other Observations

• Entitlement - All colors 
have reached 7.5 min/unit

• Hypothesis testing at the 
95% confidence level shows

• 1C - 4C show 
statistical difference

• 5C – 7C show no 
statistical different

• Why are times for 4C-7C generally lower with less variance?

• Why are 5C – 7C statistically the same in some cases while 
1C – 4C are not?



Process Variation - Methods

Observations

• Entitlement - All methods 
have reached 7.5 min/unit

• Hypothesis testing at the 
95% confidence level shows

• The only statistically 
significant difference 
stems from comparing 
Method 4 and 6, 7

• Although not statistically 
significant, there is practical 
significance

• Mean values vary

• 1 minute average 
worth $12,775 
annually

Method 8Method 7Method 6Method 5Method 4Method 3Method 2Method 1

250

200

150

100

50

0

T
im

e
s

7.5
19.4049 22.1668 20.7731

16.7607
20.7259

27.6844 25.1373

57.82

Make Ready Methods

• How have we reached 7.5 min/unit?

• What is causing the variation with and between methods?



Establishing Process Capability: 4C-7C

3.002.251.500.750.00-0.75-1.50-2.25

transformed data
LSL* USL*

LSL* -1.2347

Target* *

USL* -0.453329

Sample Mean* 0.0156051

StDev * 0.979071

LSL 5

Target *

USL 10

Sample Mean 15.8198

Sample N 236

StDev 10.4531

Shape1 -7.37684

Shape2 2.39666

Location -7.97196

A fter Transformation

Process Data

Pp 0.13

PPL 0.43

PPU -0.16

Ppk -0.16

O v erall C apability

PPM < LSL 127118.64

PPM > USL 694915.25

PPM Total 822033.90

O bserv ed Performance

PPM < LSL 100796.05

PPM > USL 684016.05

PPM Total 784812.10

Exp. O v erall Performance

Process Capability of 4c and up
Johnson Transformation with SL Distribution Type

-7.377 + 2.397 * Ln( X + 7.972 )

• 4C-7C in control

• Mean = 15.21

• SD = 10.45

• Data is skewed right and fits a 
gamma distribution

• Highest p-value with Johnson 
Transformation

• Pp = 0.13, Ppk = -0.16

• Process is not capable



Opportunity and Current to Future State

ShippingAssembly
Binding/ 
Cutting/ 
Folding

Planning/ 
Printing

Receive 
order/supplies

Set-up Make Ready Run Scheduling
Staging/Pre 

Press
Wash 

Current State

10/14/09

• Make Readies take 
16 minutes/unit on 
average

• Lack of 
standardization in 
process

• Ink standards not 
established

Ink 
Improvement

11/06/09-11/13/09

• Make Readies take 10 
minutes/unit on average

• Lack of standardization 
in Process

• Ink standards 
established

Future State

3/12/10

• Make readies take 7.5 
minutes/unit on 
average

• Standardization in 
process between all 
shifts

• Reduce worker travel 
distances

• Eliminate Failure 
Modes

Finger

-print

DEFINE

MEASURE

ANALYZE

CONTROL

IMPROVE

10/14/09

12/2/09



The spot where visualizations get 

super critical

AHA—we better 

understand:

1. What the real root 

causes, most 

significant factors are

2. we now understand 

what adjustments we 

need to be focused on

3. and, you’ve helped 

us understand the ‘if 

we do this, then this 

will result’



Primary Metric Recap and Key Findings from Measure

Initial            Ideal

Primary Metric

Process is Out of Control Potential Sources of Variation

23.5 minutes/unit on 

Make Readies

7.5 minutes/unit on 

Make Readies70% Reduction

Method 8Method 7Method 6Method 5Method 4Method 3Method 2Method 1
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Make Ready Methods
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Variation in Colors

*All control charts are based on 100% inspection of the 
collected data.  

*New measurement system and data recorded 
representative of the long term process

*High level of confidence in measurement output

1C-3c jobs are 
done less often 
and result with 
outlier values

Process lacks 
standardization 
resulting in high 
variance within and 
between workers.

(All Colors)



A better representation of the Make Ready: 
4C-7C Process Control and Capability

3.002.251.500.750.00-0.75-1.50-2.25

transformed data
LSL* USL*

LSL* -1.2347

Target* *

USL* -0.453329

Sample Mean* 0.0156051

StDev * 0.979071

LSL 5

Target *

USL 10

Sample Mean 15.8198

Sample N 236

StDev 10.4531

Shape1 -7.37684

Shape2 2.39666

Location -7.97196

A fter Transformation

Process Data

Pp 0.13

PPL 0.43

PPU -0.16

Ppk -0.16

O v erall C apability

PPM < LSL 127118.64

PPM > USL 694915.25

PPM Total 822033.90

O bserv ed Performance

PPM < LSL 100796.05

PPM > USL 684016.05

PPM Total 784812.10

Exp. O v erall Performance

Process Capability of 4c and up
Johnson Transformation with SL Distribution Type

-7.377 + 2.397 * Ln( X + 7.972 )• 4C-7C in control

• Mean = 16.02

• SD = 10.01

• Remove 1C-3C jobs for a better 
representation of the process

• Data is skewed right and fits a 
gamma distribution

• Highest p-value with Johnson 
Transformation

• Pp = 0.13, Ppk = -0.16

• Process is in control but not 
capable

Staging Solution Elements

Job Type Count
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100.00%

120.00%

• 4C-7C jobs 
account for over 
70% of all work



Why are these Root Causes?

• Interviewing, suggestions, and knowledge 
from experience through pressmen, David 
Kirkman, Dave Moore, Mark Acree, and Dr. 
Sink

• Analysis of Make Ready data to weed out 
sources of variance

• Inspection of the process

• Research
• http://74.125.95.132/search?q=cache:gy7XYHn7S2MJ:w

ww.pharmamanufacturing.com/articles/2009/147.html+lo
ng+changeover+time+root+causes,+case+study&cd=1&
hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=us&client=firefox-a

• Case Study of DMAIC project 
done in the Pharma industry on 
changeover reduction with 
several similar root causes

Discovery and realization of root causes 

Prioritized List of
Root Causes

1. Lack of standardization in how to 
perform the process between 
crews

2. Waiting waste – parts of process 
than can be done during run 
(internal activities) are being 
done after the run is completed.

3. Pre-press Errors (eg paper 
missing or incorrect, job bags are 
confusing

4. Old press rollers and dryers 
causing printing errors

5. Lack of color curve standard on 
new inks resulting in long 
impression make readies

6. Materials scattered and distance 
from the work areas 

http://74.125.95.132/search?q=cache:gy7XYHn7S2MJ:www.pharmamanufacturing.com/articles/2009/147.html+long+changeover+time+root+causes,+case+study&cd=1&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=us&client=firefox-a


Prioritized List of Solution
Elements

1. Standardization of the process

2. Machine Maintenance

3. Implementing SMED on the 
process

4. Material Staging and 5S

5. Establishing Color Curve 
Standards

Why are these Solution Elements?

• Interviewing, suggestions, and knowledge 
from experience through pressmen, David 
Kirkman, Dave Moore, Mark Acree, and Dr. 
Sink

• Inspection of process and studying of 
standardization and SMED 

• Research
• http://www.cma4results.com/AREnmag8

09.pdf
• The benefits and uses of 

standardized work
• http://www.emsstrategies.com/case-

study-SMED.html
• Case study where standardization, 

5S and SMED are uses

Developing and prioritizing of solution elements 

http://www.cma4results.com/AREnmag809.pdf
http://www.emsstrategies.com/case-study-SMED.html


How Developed Solution Elements will Address our 
Root Causes

Prioritized List of
Root Causes

1. Lack of standardization in how to 
perform the process between crews

2. Waiting waste – parts of process than 
can be done during run (internal 
activities) are being done after the 
run is completed.

3. Pre-press Errors (eg paper missing or 
incorrect, job bags are confusing

4. Old press rollers and dryers causing 
printing errors

5. Lack of color curve standard on new 
inks resulting in long impression 
make readies

6. Materials scattered and distance from 
the work areas 

Prioritized List of Solution
Elements

1. Standardization of the process

2. Machine Maintenance

3. Implementing SMED on the 
process

4. Material Staging and 5S

5. Establishing Color Curve 
Standards



Variance Between and Within Pressmen from Lack of 
Process Standardization (4C-7C)

• Variance shown between and within 
crews

• Implement and measure a standard 
method



Standardized Method Test Run Results – Improvement 
on Make Ready Average and Variance

• Learning curve: data trending down
• A run of 9 data points below 

the mean is a RED FLAG 
showing a definite shift or 
change in the process

• Average = 14.34 min/unit

• Decrease in mean time from 16.02 
min/unit to 14.34 min/unit

• Decrease in variance by 1.22 min/unit

• Hypothesis Test Results



Staging Solution Elements and Predicting Future 
Outcome Upon Implementation

X = 16.03 min/unit X = 7.62 min/unit

Current State

Standardization

SMEDMaintenance/Staging

Improvement Implementation Plan

* Click improvement label for details of 
solution element

ACTUAL
FORECASTED



Project Game Plan and Next Steps

Current Status

• Root cause and solution elements established

• Standardization Pilot Ran and Measured

•Staging meeting completed and ideas being 
implemented

• SMED meeting scheduled

• Press maintenance addressed

• Color curve established

Next Steps

• Establish SMED method and other improvements 
through meeting

• Measure data with all improvements implemented

• Verify improved process 

• Fully implemented SMED or meet to tweak 
process

• Develop and hand off control plan

• Monitor process using control plan



Improvements and Financial Impact

$57,660

$103,562

$49,746

• Currently improvements of $107,406 in increased run 
capacity

• Through SMED and optimization software compliance there is 
$103,500 left in potential increased run capacity 





Aha Moments in that often go 

uncaptured in ISE projects

Aha Moments on Improvement Projects often can occur, the 

opportunity for them to occur, in your milestone meetings with your 

core team.

1. the first simple example I see most often is with slide design, the 

use of data and facts (or lack thereof), what I’d call the difference 

between Feature Extraction and Knowledge Extraction, to spark 

an aha moment.

2. the second example is how ISE’s often run the meetings 

themselves, facilitate them. 

S



Aha Moments occur when you are able to 

create Visualizations that spark insights and 

provoke decisions and actions

▪ This visual depicts the Operational 
Analytics Process that happens on 
your Improvement Projects

▪ Below the blue line is the foundational 
data role and above the blue line is the 
Analyst role

Aha Moments happen when you are able to migrate 

from ‘feature extraction’ to ‘knowledge extraction’ and 

then the aha moment occurs (or not) with your ultimate 

visualization.

Simple examples are on the following slides.

When you consciously plan for aha moments in your 

meetings and presentations you automatically get 

connections to people you would not have had 

otherwise.  

You get energy management and you increase the 

likelihood that people will buy what you are selling 

and support change and improvement

When you don’t get your visuals designed right, that 

potential Aha Moment just never happens!

It’s called Cognitive Engineering and The Science 

of Analytics which is ISE stuff!!

WOW

S

http://www.osu.edu/


A stream of aha moments that you 

create with improved visualizations

AHA—we better 

understand:

1. What the real 

root causes, 

most significant 

factors are

2. we now 

understand what 

adjustments we 

need to be 

focused on

3. and, you’ve 

helped us 

understand the ‘if 

we do this, then 

this will result’

AHA—we better 

understand:

1. How it works 

end2end

2. How it is performing

3. Where it is breaking 

down

4. And, we are aligned 

on what DONE is

5. what’s the 

measurement and 

analysis plan—data 

model?

AHA—we better 

understand:

1. How it is 

performing in 

more detail

2. The gaps in 

performance 

requirements

3. Factors 

causing the 

gaps

AHA—we better 

understand:

1. How the 

Solution 

Elements play 

out and 

whether they 

are working the 

way we thought

2. Are we getting 

to DONE?

3. What’s the 

business case 

look like now?

AHA—we better 

understand:

1. That the solution 

works and that it 

is sustainable

2. What it takes to 

hold the 

improvement

3. What the next 

areas for 

improvement are

http://www.osu.edu/




Internal usage only

What the process is currently doing to the lead time…

70
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Lead Time Break Down

Adjusted Time
Between Pack and
Ship

Time Between Order
Release and Complete
Pack

Breakdown of lead time for 

random 10% of the 360 studied

If released as SAP schedules, 

orders would be kitted the day 

before use, a max. time of 48 hours.

How do we achieve this?



Internal usage only

…and what we will see in March 2015

71

What the kit lead time can look like with pull:

Sample Kit Lead Time Sample

What steps are being taken to 

get to DONE in March 2015?

▪ The successful completion of the 

following projects:

- Capacity Planning and Load 

Leveling

- Floor Scale Work Redesign

- Scheduling Optimization

- Pick/Pack Redesign

- SAP Integration



Internal usage only

Through to DONE—Now to March 2015

72

Floor Scale 

Redesign

Capacity 

Planning

Scheduling 

Optimization

Pick/Pack 

Initiative

SAP 

Integration

• Observe and describe miscommunications 

in FS that add rework

• Define the errors/miscommunications and 

develop a data sheet to collect info (4/22)

• Roll out data sheet (4/22)

APRIL 2014 MARCH 2015

Migration following detailed project plan and 

timeline setup

Primary: Paul, Mike

Secondary: Fred

Primary: Paul, Mike

Secondary: Fred, Jon

Primary: Aaron, Frank, Brent

Primary: Aaron

Secondary: Frank

Primary: Jason, Aaron

• Determine where load leveling occurs 

presently

• Determine problems and failure modes 

for current state load leveling

• Pull all production data

• Analyze top percent of demand

• Get time estimates from workers for top 

demanded material numbers

• Sum all demand and time by worker to 

compare

• No days over capacity

• Workers are not given too 

much/too little work

• Clearly defined daily schedules 

for workers, outline of work to 

be done and when

• All ramps and frames added at 

assembly

• Standard kits incorporated into 

Kanban system

• All process times and new standard 

kits incorporated

• Necessary changes made for FS 

project



Even on Posters can create AHA’s 

that are magnets to make people 

want to study this closer

73

http://www.osu.edu/


To Capstone…

▪ one relatively simple thing you can do to improve the speed to benefits realization is to 

systematically, consciously, plan for and create Aha Moments in your ‘presentations’ and 

meetings.

▪ Most people get so caught up in the show and tell aspect of their meetings that they, once again, 

forget that it’s about the audience, are they getting it, are they connecting to what you are saying 

and suggesting?  Are you getting to DONE for the meeting in the most efficient way?

▪ We all can create Aha Moments, it’s not really that hard.

▪ Often it just requires the more conscious design and use of ‘visualizations’ and often the quality of 

those visualizations will either spark or not spark. Stay focused on Key Points and your Story 

Line, practice the Pyramid Principle.

▪ Often visualizations are half baked, people get lazy with them.  Use of them can make or break 

your getting what you want.   

S



Agenda

12:00 pm Scott Tee-up

Quick Review from Part I—the Framework for the Series

Part A (poor data, messy data, missing data, un-integrated 

data) The Principles and Basics for Story Lines and 

Visualizations for Process Improvement Projects

Part B (Big Data, Complex and Interdependent Systems) 

Feature Extraction to Knowledge Extraction and 

Visualizations in the context of ‘big data’

12:50 pm              Q&A from webinar and tee up upcoming Webinars

1:00 pm Adjourn

http://www.osu.edu/


The challenge with your 

part is…

▪ what’s the right things to zoom in on and how do you zoom out again to 

help them keep perspective based on how I tee up your more technical 

piece

▪ We’re also trapped in two different use cases with some of your material.  

Some of yours is big data focused where as my use case is at the Op 

Analytics level.  Many of your examples are not OP Analytics, I’d call them 

Macro Big Data.  So we’ve got to fix that and stay at the process 

improvement project level…
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The Intel Analytics 

Triangle Framework

▪ Starts with the questions!!!!

▪ Ensure bottom is a 10/10

▪ Not necessarily bottom up, 

blended

▪ “Above the line” analyst role

• Extract features from data through 

statistical analyses

• Apply business acumen to data & 

analyses – create new knowledge

• Apply data visualization techniques to aid 

in telling the right story – as in life, so in 

business: the best story wins …

▪ Foundational data role

• Select and gather data from many 

sources, preferably through automated 

extract, transfer, & load (ET&L) process

• Assure data are cleaned & ready for 

analysts to use – data quality monitors

• Assure data are integrated & can be 

joined with other data – think LEGOs

• Assure data storage is high reliability & 

user-friendly – SSAS cubes, databases

Adapted from S. Cunningham;  

Intel Corporation; 2013



Case Study: Why starting w/ the top 

of the pyramid can be deceiving…

Cleansed over 

200 metrics 

and created a 

operational 

metric 

database

In many cases, 

different 

departments 

were 

calculating 

metrics 

differently, 

wrong 

decisions were 

being made



1. Feature Extraction – Starting 

Point

▪ How do I get the data once I’ve 

gotten the data…?

Depends on source but typically:

• Data pull from ERP system (either you pull or put 

in IT request for data pull)

• Data resides in the web (web scraping manually, 

using R, Python, PHP, Ruby, etc.) or parse hub, 

or manual copy/paste, API

• Data resides in a PLC based system (Rockwell, 

Scada, etc.), requires knowledge of ladder logic 

or can get a manual data pull / extract

• Data resides on Intranet (SharePoint), file server, 

local file

• Data resides in user controlled measurement 

system

Extracting “Features” and Beginning Analysis (EDA)

• Key fields of interest

• Key time horizons (note “systems”)

• Key attributes tagged or metadata

• Use the right analysis mechanisms – EDA 

(Exploratory Data Analysis)



1. Feature Extraction –

Another View

▪ “Wrangling” raw data can be tricky

▪ This example in python for web-based data or big data can be complex

▪ The data processing right before analysis is feature extraction

▪ Note that this could just be assembling project data into a Minitab or 

Excel master and beginning Pivot Tables / Power Pivot



1. Feature Extraction –

Where do we typically pull?

▪ Note that in a larger scale organization with multiple data sources, 

appending data from different sources, within different time horizons, 

with different attributes can be tricky



1. Feature Extraction – What 

tools to use?

▪ Top 10 as ranked by Capterra for 2018

▪ But don’t forget excel and R!

▪ Pro’s and cons for each, which one is the 

only free platform…?



1. Feature Extraction –

Emerging players by segment

▪ Don’t think that if you’re in a small org. you can’t try some of these.. 



1. Feature Extraction –

Digging into analysis, EDA

▪ Typical starting point is EDA – Exploratory Data Analysis

▪ Beginning pattern recognition, trend analysis, further anomaly or 

outlier analysis. 

▪ Could be statistical, logical, visual to start 



1. Feature Extraction –

Refined EDA

▪ As your hunches turn to hypotheses, narrowing the data you are using, 

looking at time series data and plotting regression analysis begins 

▪ Heat mapping for pattern recognition can be helpful, especially within 

position / map data



2. Knowledge Extraction – Starting 

Point

▪ We haven’t solved yet for 

knowledge, event causation…

Knowledge Extraction Using Statistics

• This is focused on CDA (confirmatory data 

analysis)

• CDA proves to us, using statistical measures 

how variables are related (X’s to X’s, Y’s to Y’s or 

X’s to Y’s)

• One of the most common methods is hypothesis 

testing

Knowledge Extraction Using Models

• Sometimes we can’t use statistics – data 

availability, data cost, type of data (non-

parametrics), etc.

• Honing in on patterns can help create models 

such as scatter plots, stochastic and discrete 

simulations, monte carlo simulation, etc. to 

“model” the relationship between variables

Knowledge Extraction Using Logic or Other Methods

• OFAT, Taguchi method, trial and error, pilot 

testing



2. Knowledge Extraction –

CDA using statistics

▪ Remember that statistical correlation doesn’t imply “causation” – marry 

CDA with pragmatism and remember the assumptions you made to get 

to this point (independence, normality, etc.) 



2. Knowledge Extraction –

using modeling

▪ Again, a “perfect” model is still a model.  .997 R^2 still implies that there 

could be hundreds of missing variables

▪ Leveraging simulation models and then pilot testing them often puts the 

real world back into the model



2. Knowledge Extraction –

using other methods

▪ Taguchi methods, OFAT vs. DOE, or basic pilot testing post EDA 

(assuming CDA not possible, costly, etc.) can show relationships 

between variables and possibly causation between X and Y – statistical 

vs. practical signifance



3. Visualization – Starting Point

▪ We’re at the top!!!

Start with the use case

• We’re all guilty of this – selfish visualization / 

ego-driven visualization

• What’s the fastest way to generate the 

“lightbulb” or “moment of truth” in your 

audience?

Examples of creative visualization

• Don’t expect any pie charts or bar graphs here…



3. Visualization – the 

“Moment of Truth” 

▪ “Hot spots” especially near the frontal lob and tertiary areas signal 

masses of neurons firing

▪ How do we create visualizations that can spur these “moments of truth” 

or dense neuron firing activity leading towards new knowledge?

Downloading Strategizing Solving Responding

Carnegie Mellon study on the brain activity when solving a math problem



3. Visualization – use 

cases and audience

▪ Size up your audience – are you presenting 1 on 1  to the CEO?  Are you 

presenting to an executive leadership team without advanced statistical 

knowledge?  Are you presenting to your project team?  The answers to 

these could (and will likely) change your entire visualization set



3. Visualization – selfish / 

ego visualization

▪ We’re all guilty (at least I am…) of overdoing it regarding visualization

▪ Visualization for the sake of visualization is a time waster

▪ How do we become “lean” at the art of visualization but balance those 

“moments of truth” desperately needed quickly by our audience?



3. Visualization –

examples

Playing with display capacity



3. Visualization –

examples

Playing with pixels and colors



3. Visualization –

examples

Size and ranking analysis to 

show relative importance / 

rank



3. Visualization –

examples

Time series data, affinity grouped with 

colors to show discrete event spikes



3. Visualization –

examples

Using real images to tell your story (typically 

comparison data)



3. Visualization –

examples

Staged control charts to show 

variation, mean shifts, pilot testing 

impact



3. Visualization – back to 

real project work

Real warehouse visualization on 

congestion reduction



3. Visualization – back to 

real project work

Causal loop diagram looking at a 

grocery retailer and the 

interactions impacting store labor



3. Visualization – back to 

real project work

Enterprise hybrid value stream / process map showing the broken processes within 

major shipbuilding



3. Visualization – back to 

real project work

Excel heat map of prime pick faces for a grocery wholesale warehouse – velocity 

analysis



3. Visualization – back to 

real project work

Automated line balancing tool / layout tool the appropriate balancing of labor in a 

food manufacturing line



3. Visualization – back to 

real project work

EBITDA Waterfall for the identification of operational strategic initiatives in a 

portfolio of process improvement work



3. Visualization – back to 

real project work

Back office invoice dispute project – ah-ha moment in pricing error impact



3. Visualization –

conclusion / definition

Our job as IE’s when leveraging operational analytics is to turn data into “moments of 

truth” for our customers so they make better decisions, by turning analytics into 

solutions, in the shortest possible lead time.

OPERATIONAL DATA



Agenda

12:00 pm Scott Tee-up

Quick Review from Part I—the Framework for the Series

Part A (poor data, messy data, missing data, un-integrated 

data) The Principles and Basics for Story Lines and 

Visualizations for Process Improvement Projects

Part B (Big Data, Complex and Interdependent Systems) 

Feature Extraction to Knowledge Extraction and 

Visualizations in the context of ‘big data’

12:50 pm              Q&A from webinar and tee up upcoming Webinars

1:00 pm Adjourn



Key points 

1. Accelerating Decisions and Actions to 
support faster realization of the 
benefits from process improvement 
requires well honed above the line 
Analyst skills

• This requires mastery of how to extract the 
right features, pull knowledge out, and then 
create visualizations that create AHA 
experiences

2. Some people have every skill 
(business acumen, data, technique) to 
perform a good analysis – but it tends 
to result in a slow ‘craft’ process

• The “Science” of analytics is outpacing the 
“Art” of analytics

• There is little time for ‘craft’ development in 
most businesses – speed wins, so rapidly 
building proficiency at Op Analytics is critical 
for Young ISE Professionals

http://www.osu.edu/


Key points

3. As discussed in Webinar 2, Investment in the 
data foundation has a positive ROI, as analysts 
move faster when they trust the data – results 
in faster results

• Learning to build data models that are comprehensive 
and complete is essential

• Blending CSI skills to extract what’s there and create 
what’s critical and not there is required

• Cleansing, Organizing and Integrating so that analytics 
app’s can be used effectively and efficiently is the 
foundation for solid Operational Analytics

4. Good data visualizations can tell the right story 
quickly, because people are predisposed to 
believe what they see in a chart …

• Visualizations are not islands of their own, the slides, 
graphs, charts exist in the context of a story line

• Employing Solid Logic (e.g. Pyramid Principle) is required 
for good story telling

• The stream of visualizations are what leads teams and 
decision makers to the choices quickly and positions for 
more rapid realization of benefits

http://www.osu.edu/


Key points

5. There is a huge size of prize for all this– small, skillful analytics teams 
can wield disproportionate influence on the bottom line

• If you can develop improved hiring skills you can find the diamonds– there 
are few people who have the curiosity, sense of urgency, tolerance of 
ambiguity, and humility for this role

• The catalyst role is very powerful – Change Agents that are great 
Operational Analysts are worth their weight in gold

6. Good analytics drive positive action – in every organization we’ve done 
work with/in, simple/influential beats complex/impotent every time

• Seniors in ISE apply these principles and methods and create AHA 
moments in every one of their Stage and Gate Meetings

• Leaders, managers, employees are constantly amazed at what they 
weren’t seeing and didn’t know/understand

• Learning how to do Operational Analytics the right way will provoke more 
timely decisions and actions and drive benefits realization more rapidly.

http://www.osu.edu/


Q/A From Webinar
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Design for the Series of 

Operational Analytics Webinars 

(series of 5 at this point)

Webinar #1:  Foundations      7 Dec 2017 (and GLR Conference)     

Share the Framework, the Models, the Abstractions, the Principles

Management Systems Model

Intel “Triangle” Model

Webinar #2:   Foundational Data Role--Measurement and Analysis 

Planning March 2018
Measurement Planning using Value Stream Maps, Data Models derive from refining the 

Management System Model, The Data Management Role of ISE’s in Process Improvement 

Projects

Webinar #3:    Best in Class ILSS Project Final TG’s April 2018
Showcase best in class projects, shine spotlight on Op Analytics

Webinar #4:  Decision Support Role—M&A Execution  June 2018
Feature and Knowledge Extraction, Creating Chartbooks and VSM’s, supporting the 

evaluation phase of DMAIC projects and then also the Control Stage.

Webinar #5:    Putting it all together  26 July 2018

Revisiting the Management Systems Model with Case Examples

http://www.osu.edu/


http://www.iise.org/details.aspx?id=46782

11

4

You can Register now, 

today, for the next 

Operational Analytics 

Webinar which will be on 26 

July

http://www.osu.edu/
http://www.iise.org/details.aspx?id=46782


21 August we’ll switch to 

Soft Skills Tool Time Focus

▪ In the Chapter #1 Monthly Memo’s, we have a standing ‘column/blog’ that is 

“Soft Skills Tool Time”

▪ So, our next Webinar will focus on a summary of all the tips and principles 

we’ve shared over the past year regarding how to improve and balance 

your soft skills (or if you have your employees attend the webinar, help 

them) with your technical ISE skills.

▪ Mindset Management (Attitude is a Choice), the Importance of your 

Personal and Professional Brand and how to manage it, The Speed of 

Trust, The Importance of Values and Operating Principles, How to create a 

shared vision and move from push change to it being a pull from teams, 

…….and more…

11

5
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Upcoming Webinars

– 12 June—Operational Analytics, Part III—Creating Powerful Decision Support for Continuous    

Improvement (Jared Frederici and Scott Sink) 

– 26 July—Operational Analytics, Part IV—Capstoning Data Management, Data Analytics, and Decision 

and Action Support (Jared and Scott) 21 August—Refining your Soft Skills to support career success (Dave Poirier and Scott Sink)

– 6 September—Career and Life Choicepoints:  three Senior ISE Leaders share career learnings to help 

you navigate your career ladder or lattice (CISE members, Rudy Santacroce, CallisonRTKL;  Kelli 

Franklin-Joiner, UPS; and, Jim Dobson, Disney)

– 11 October—Industry 4.0 Overview (Jointly with the Manufacturing and Design Division of IISE) Paul 

Cohen, Curt Burnett, and Jack Feng

– 6 November—Service Systems Engineering:  An overview of ISE Opportunities and Contributions 

(Jointly with the new Service Systems Engineering Community led by PSU IEM)

– 2019 Plan

» a series of 8 more Webinars on Industry 4.0

» a new series of 3 perhaps on Service 4.0

» April OSU ISE Capstone Panel

» another CISE Career and Life Choicepoint

» then Member Driven based on input from calls in June and July and then later in 2018


